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Outstanding news for College
business development service
Farnborough College of Technology are delighted
to announce the successful accreditation of the
prestigious Training Quality Standard (TQS). This
incredible achievement is only presented to training
providers that can meet the high requisite demanded of
this accolade. After a rigorous assessment process the
College has been granted full 3 year certification.
Pippa O’Gorman the Director of Business Development
said “This is fantastic news for the College as it means the
College will be judged to be “Outstanding” at Framework
for Excellence for our employer responsiveness and will
also further strengthen our position when it comes to future
work with local employers. I am delighted that the College’s
excellent work has been recognised in this way”.
The Standard, established by the Learning and Skills Council,
aims to help employers to select high quality training for their
business and helps training providers by offering a measure of
how well they are performing. It focuses on putting employers’
needs at the centre of all training and includes areas such
as quality, positive impact on employers and continuous
improvement in areas such as responsive service delivery;

focusing on business needs; development and deployment of
expertise; and continuous improvement and learning.
Farnborough College of Technology provides a variety of
training opportunities to meet employer’s needs from English
and Maths to work-based NVQs and Apprenticeships, Short
Courses and highly specialised bespoke courses designed at
the request of employers.
The College has been developing its work with Employers
for some years now and has many satisfied Employers,
its Business Plus customers enjoy an enhanced service,
involving a partnership between the Business and the College
where both parties work together to develop training and
assessment solutions to support the business’s needs.
For more information about:
Farnborough College of Technology Business Services
01252 407299 www.farn-ct.ac.uk/business

For more information about the Training Quality Standard
please visit:
www.trainingqualitystandard.co.uk

For more information about Framework for Excellence, the
Government’s performance assessment tool for further
education colleges, please visit:
www.ffe.lsc.gov.uk

NEW COURSE JUST RELEASED

ARE YOU REALLY DESIGNING
VALUE INTO YOUR PRODUCTS?
By popular demand this NEW course has been designed
to improve efficiency, reduce problems, increasing
productivity and saving money.
We bet your competitors have never heard of it!
Value Analysis & Value Engineering Training
The Principles and Application of Value Analysis and
Engineering course delivered by Pera/ATG Training deals with
a structured process to define and design value into products,
it then expands the processes in to a practical application,
which looks at a design using 3D parametric modelling, then
validates the Value Analysis and Engineering process using
engineering validation including finite element analysis.
The objective of this course is to make Managers and Senior
Designer aware of the tools and techniques used in ‘need
based’ innovation.

Value analysis and value engineering is a structured, phased
process that identifies the needs of the customer and
translates these needs into a technical language based
on function. It then expands the process using 3D CAD
and engineering analysis tools. This course will provide an
awareness of needs-based innovation as one of the most
important approaches to business growth. By combining the
methodology of Value Analysis and Engineering with the latest
engineering design software to become more efficient, reduce
problems and become more aware of customer requirement,
thus save money and increase productivity.
Available from April as a one day (introductory course)
or three day (Foundation course)
One day courses available on 15th April, 29th April,
13th May and 29th May – Pera – Middle Aston, Oxford
For more information or to book a place on this course
please contact:
Arlene Blackwell
01869 340361 arlene.blackwell@pera.com

In another version of the OTEC cycle developed by the French ,
now called open cycle OTEC, or OC OTEC because the original
working fluid is replaced by surface water evaporated in a
vacuum, the pressurised saltless vapour created activating a
turbine, the vapour then being condensed to provide
desalinated water.
For the process to work efficiently, a difference of temperature
of 20°C is needed all year round, between the surface and deep
waters, 25°C at the surface and 5°C from the depths.

Article provided by Mark Stephens of the F10 Group
Our reporter Vadim Sadim met with Dominic Michaelis, an
architect and engineer who is the founder/ director of Energy
Island Ltd, to discus Ocean Thermal Energy Conversion, often
referred to as OTEC.

There are now other variants to these two basic systems that
aim to improve efficiency, hybrid systems and the Kalina and
Uehara cycles, which rely on more intricate circuits. These are
generally more complicated and therefore more expensive to
assemble, but, in some cases, may prevail.
(Video description: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x59MptHscxY)

This is a process that uses the heat stored within the Earth’s
oceans to generate electricity. There is a belief that electricity
can be generated with minimal environmental impact along
with many other benefits that outweigh those of other
alternative energies! We decided to get a deeper insight
into this technology and to see whether it is likely OTEC will
become a widespread process in the future.

How does Ocean Thermal Energy Convers
Conversion work?
OTEC relies on the temperature difference between surface
and deep sea waters. To harness this vast energy resource,
OTEC, in its simplest form, pumps surface tropical or near
tropical waters to a heat exchanger evaporator, where a low
temperature boiling liquid is vaporised. The contained vapour
first activates a turbine, and then enters a heat exchanger
condensation chamber. Here, it is cooled by water drawn up
by a Cold Water Pipe, (CWP) from around 1000 metre’s depth.
The vapour then returns to its liquid state and is pumped
back to the evaporator, to complete its Rankine cycle. This is
known as a closed cycle OTEC. See Dr Luis Vega diagram.

What are the benefits of this technology?
The potential benefits of OTEC technology are that it is
capable of generating electricity on a nuclear scale, from a
renewable energy resource, but unlike solar, wind or wave
and tidal energies. These other processes are variable and
discontinuous, whereas OTEC operates continuously all year
round and is capable of constituting a base load electrical
supply on its own. Additionally, for every MW of electricity
generated, in its OC OTEC mode, it can supply around 2,4
million litres of desalinated water a day, acting like a powerful
reverse osmosis plant. Quantitatively, it is able to answer all
world energy and water requirements.
The technology is relatively simple, most components being
already available. OTEC plants will generally be offshore, in
which case specialised vessels or platforms will need to be
designed and built. Some plants may also eventually be used to
create hydrogen or ammonia as fuels, which will demand further
research. But for basic Closed Cycle and Open Cycle OTEC,
there would be no problem in designing and building plants now.

How much does it cost to build OTEC plant?
JW - This will be unknown until someone builds the first
commercial power plant and obtains some useful operating
experience. Commercial scale (10-40 MW) demonstration plants
will cost in the hundreds of millions (USD) and the first 100 mW
commercial plant will probably cost several (2-4) billion dollars ((US).
)

In this case, what is the situation with funding for OTEC
plants? Are governments/private companies ready to
invest/build OTEC plants?
Several technical and engineering advancements remain to be
developed before private industry will invest in OTEC technology
on a large scale. This is primarily why no commercial OTEC
plants are operating today and why government funding or an
international consortium will most likely be required to move the
industry forward to the next level.

It could already serve a great proportion of the world’s
population. Moreover, electricity and water from OTEC can be
“transported” a few thousand kilometres to areas in need. One
example is California. An agreement with Mexico could allow
important OTEC installations to provide base load electricity
from the tip of Baja California to Arizona, only 1000 kms away.
Plentiful water could be pipelined or tankered.

What about other sustainable energy sources such as
solar/wind power? Are there any competitive technologies
which could be better that OTEC?
At the present time, most renewable energy concepts such as
wind, solar thermal, solar electric, hydroelectric, geothermal,
biomass, biofuels, etc. are more competitive than OTEC
because they are proven technologies that can be utilized in
more locations around the planet. To use the United States
as an example, it is much more cost effective (and politically
rewarding) to invest in the expansion of wind and solar
technologies than OTEC because these technologies offer a
more immediate benefit for a much larger percentage of the
American population.

What do you think about the future of this technology
and when do you think we will be seeing commercially
profitable OTEC plants?
It is likely that a commercial sized, closed-cycle OTEC
demonstration power plant will be built within the next 7-10
years. If the first commercial demonstration plant is found to
be successful and competitive with fossil fuels and proven
renewable energy alternatives, then the construction industry
and financial institutions will obviously be willing to support the
expansion of the concept.
This article will be produced in full, on the
24th April, for the Ask the Experts re-launch.
Register now, for free at
www.asktheexperts.org.uk

University of Portsmouth
hosts international
space workshop
An international workshop for professionals
in the fields of Space and high-reliability
electronics was held for the first time to
discuss materials, processes and best
practice in the space environment.
The European Space Agency (ESA) School at the University
of Portsmouth played host to a diverse group of academics,
engineers and manufacturers to discuss the future of
Electronic Materials and Assembly Processes for Space
(EMPS). The event was a unique opportunity for local,
UK and European organisations to network and become
acquainted with the University’s expertise within the
Department of Electronic and Computer Engineering (ECE).
Nick Cox from the British National Space Centre
(BNSC) attended the event and gave an overview of the
Government’s Strategic View on Space. Dr. Barrie Dunn from
the European Space Agency who chaired the event and
listened to presentations on topics such as the issues and
solutions for constructing spacecraft systems.
Nick said that the workshop had been a huge success
and he hoped to be able to sponsor the event on a rolling
2 yearly basis.
Dr Christopher Hunt of the National Physical Laboratory
said: “The Portsmouth meeting was a great event to talk with
peers from the industry and meet the ESA staff. There was an
excellent range of presentations dealing with a wide range of
space issues and opportunities.”

Senior Lecturer Dr Boris Gremont
who organised the workshop said: “The event was
a chance for us to demonstrate how we’re playing a leading
role in the field of space and high-end electronics. What
started as a small project to connect a few key people in
the industry received unprecedented popularity with over 70
representatives attending.
“It was also a fantastic opportunity for our final year students
to hear how our work informs the industry and vice versa,
especially those who will graduate this summer in various
IET accredited programmes in electronic, computer and
communication systems engineering.”
There are now plans to repeat the workshop as a bi-annual
event at the University of Portsmouth which acquired the
ESA-approved UK training school in 2008 and now runs skills
training courses covering the processes for the assembly of
spacecraft electrical systems such as printed circuit boards,
wiring and cable harnesses.
University of Portsmouth delivers IET accredited
undergraduate and postgraduate programmes in electronic,
computer and communications engineering, with excellent
graduate employment statistics and leading National Student
Survey scores.
For more information:
Sandra Johnson
sandra.johnson@port.ac.uk

will be able to form their own sub groups, run their own
blogs and add their own videos. A better visitor experience
will also mean individuals and businesses can have their
own platforms and profiles and build their own social media
platforms within ATE. We will also be moving from 4 specialist
reporters to over 40, which means there will be lots more
content featured on the site, than in the first release last year”.
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The reThe F10 Group has re-launched
the newest product in its
portfolio; an online discussion
forum called Ask The Experts.
The site puts together a panel of Experts gathered from
around the globe to discuss the hottest topics of high
interest around the technical industry sectors, and will have a
dedicated section for Marine and Aerospace.
Talking about the relaunch, Group Director Mark Stephens
explains the site was relaunched in order to improve its
functionality. For instance, “we have made it easier and
quicker for registration and to allow better linkups with
other social media platforms like LinkedIn and Facebook for
migrating data across and sharing information, in the true
spirit of social media”.
Working in partnership with its sponsors Applegate Directory;
Jobsite; The Manufacturer; The Engineer and The New
Scientist, the new improvements to the site is aimed at a
better visitor experience.
Explaining further, he said “new members will be able to
transfer their existing profiles across easily; there will be more
clearly defined groups allowing members to choose what
news sectors they want to receive information on, members

Stating their objectives, Mark insists that an online gathering
of industry professionals does not seek to replace already
established social media groups, like Linkedin, but instead
fills a much-needed space. Its creation he added “is driven
by focusing on New products and the hottest news from the
specific technology sectors, in a social media format that
integrates with other platforms and allows all viewers to
participate, ask questions and share information”. Ask the
Experts seeks to gather together, individuals, small and large
businesses to meet online to review and discuss the hottest
topics. “We intend this platform to become a ‘showcase’ for
the latest developments in the technology sectors”.
Even though the concept is an online platform, the site also
aims to work alongside the traditional media platforms such
as industry specific magazines. “They will be provided with
their own position on the site, so that they can summarise
their own stories and articles and we will in turn drive Ask The
Experts traffic back to them”.
Established in 2000 to provide executive staffing solutions to
the technology sector, The F10 group has in ten years evolved
to be a leading provider of solutions to take businesses
forward. With the relaunch of Ask The Experts on the 14th
of April 2010, the aim is to get over 1 million unique visitors
to the site every month by the end of 2010 thus making it a
significant player in the social media space.
Additional products in the F10 group portfolio include an
executive search recruitment consultancy, a fixed price
recruitment businesses called Smart Recruit, outsourced
office solutions called Virtual Office as well as a mobile
marketing service, F10 Mobile.

www.f10.co.uk
www.asktheexperts.org.uk
(pre register for the re-aunch date April 24th)

For any further details relating to the project & how it can help
your organisation fund high quality technical training contact:
Steve Gledhill
07787 283892
Email: steve.gledhill@pera.com

atg training
for your future...

